
TARIFICATION 

The total rate is based on two variables:
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Categories Introduction rate

Category Population New Member

A 0 - 5,000 $175

B 5,001 - 10,000 $225

C 10,001 - 20,000 $275

D 20,001 - 30,000 $400

E 30,001 - 50,000 $500

F 50,001 and more $650

Info-Excavation provides you with a mapping service at a rate of $ 70 / h.

Municipal Members - Rate Structure 2022 -2023

MUNICIPALITIES
By becoming a member of Info-Excavation you agree to:

Don’t go digging  
for trouble.

≠ 

≠ 

≠ 

≠ 

≠ 

Protecting your underground infrastructures (electrical, gas, fibre optic, water lines, telemetering, etc.) through 
proactive interventions.

Knowing what work is being done in your territory and near your underground infrastructure so that you may 
assess what the risk of damaging your network is and how such damages could impact delivery of utilities to the 
population.

Reducing costs of repair and maintenance work.

Increasing, on its territory, the issuance and control of excavation licences and associated income.

Being a responsible corporate citizen, eager in minimizing socio- economic costs related to damages.

≠ 

≠ 

The yearly premium based on its population 

Costs associated with the volume of locate requests transmitted to the municipality. 

Detailed analysis: 
Request acknowledged by Info-Excavation : $3.90 
Request transmited for locating : $1.80 
Engineering request process: $4
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Case Example for a Typical 
Municipality
The yearly premium based on its 
population (Example: Port  Hawkesbury, 
Nova-Scotia, 3,500 people = $200). 

Costs associated with the volume 
of locate request transmitted to the 
municipality ( Example: volume of 496 
locate requests = $1,523. Because 
this value can vary, there is a 
provision that provides for a 
maximum amount. For a city of 3,500 
people with a rate of $0.12 per citizen 
= $420).

Therefore, this city would have a 
maximum annual amount  to pay of:  

$200 (yearly premium)  

+ $420 (maximum cost
based on its population)

=    $620

TARIFICATION 

The total rate is based on two variables:

info-ex.com  |  September 20221

Categories Billing on Demand Introduction rate

Catégorie Population
Yearly 

Premium 
Cost per 
request

Maximum  Rate
  (Rate per Citizen) New Member

A 0 - 5,000 $200 $3.07 $0.12 $175

B 5,001 - 10,000 $300 $3.07 $0.12 $225

C 10,001 - 20,000 $550 $3.07 $0.11 $275

D 20,001 - 30,000 $800 $3.07 $0.11 $400

E 30,001 - 50,000 $1,200 $3.07 $0.10 $500

F 50,001 and more $1,650 $3.07 $0.10 $650

Info-Excavation provides you with a mapping service at a rate of $ 70 / h.

Municipal Members - Rate Structure 2022-2023

MUNICIPALITIES
By becoming a member of Info-Excavation 
you agree to:

Don’t go digging  
for trouble.

≠ 

≠ 

≠ 

≠ 

≠ 

Protecting your underground infrastructures (electrical, gas, fibre 
optic, water lines, telemetering, etc.) through proactive interventions.

Knowing what work is being done in your territory and near your 
underground infrastructure so that you may assess what the risk of 
damaging your network is and how such damages could impact 
delivery of utilities to the population.

Reducing costs of repair and maintenance work.

Increasing, on its territory, the issuance and control of excavation 
licences and associated income.

Being a responsible corporate citizen, eager in minimizing socio- 
economic costs related to damages.

≠ The yearly premium based on its population 

≠ Costs associated with the volume of locate requests transmitted to 
the municipality. 

Detailed analysis: 
Request acknowledged by Info-Excavation : $3.90    -    Request transmited for locating : $1.80
Engineering request process: $4 

≠ 

≠ 

Atlantic

Services will be provided even if the 
maximum amount is reached. 

≠ 
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